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The degree of spatial similarity plays an important role in map generalization, yet there has
been no quantitative research into it. To fill this gap, this study first definesmap scale change
and spatial similarity degree/relation inmulti-scalemap spacesand thenproposes amodel for
calculating the degree of spatial similarity between a point cloud at one scale and its gener-
alized counterpart at another scale. After validation, the new model features 16 points with
map scale change as the x coordinate and the degree of spatial similarity as the y coordinate.
Finally,usinganapplication for curvefitting, themodel achievesanempirical formula that can
calculate the degree of spatial similarity using map scale change as the sole independent
variable, and vice versa. This formula can be used to automate algorithms for point feature
generalization and to determine when to terminate them during the generalization.
©2015, InstituteofSeismology,ChinaEarthquakeAdministration, etc. Productionandhosting
by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co., Ltd. This is an open access article
under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Spatial similarity relation refers to similarity among and
between objects on maps or in geographic space. For years, it
has aroused the interest of researchers in the cartography [1]ience Foundation Comm
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Spatial similarity relation is an important component of the
theory of spatial relations, which also includes distance [4],
topology [5,6], and directional [7e9] relations. It is an
element in spatial retrieval and spatial inference [10,11] and
plays a significant role in human spatial cognition [12]. Mostittee, China (41364001, 41371435).
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factors in intelligent and automatic spatial data processing
such as automated map generalization [13,14].
Map generalization is a technique for producing maps at
multiple smaller scales from those at a larger scale. It is
evident in map generalization that the degree of similarity
between a generalizedmap and the originalmap and the scale
change from the original map to the generalized map are
dependent on each other [1]. The more the original map is
generalized, the larger the scale changes from the original
map to generalized map (Fig. 1). Nevertheless, there have
been no achievements in terms of describing such relations
quantitatively, which hampers the automation of map
generalization for the reasons as follows: (1) the map
generalization system/software does not know the extent to
which an original map should be generalized to produce a
resulting map at a given scale if the degree of similarity
between the original map and resulting map is not known
beforehand; and (2) the system/software does not know
when to terminate a map generalization procedure if its
parameters depend on degrees of spatial similarity.
The automation of map generalization relies on automatic
algorithms to generalize various types of map attributes,
including point, linear, and areal features. This study focuses
on point features, aiming to propose a formula that can
calculate the degree of spatial similarity by considering map
scale change as the only independent variable.
After the introduction, two important concepts are defined:
spatial similarity degree and map scale change, and the factors
that affect the human judgment of spatial similarity are
addressed (Section 2). Next, an approach to calculating spatial
similarity degrees among point clouds in multi-scale map
spaces is proposed (Section 3) that can calculate the degrees of
spatial similarity if the original map and the resulting maps
are given at multiple scales. Following this, psychological
experiments are designed to validate the model (Section 4).
Using the calculated degrees of spatial similarity and their
corresponding map scale changes, a formula is constructed
that can calculate the degrees of spatial similarity, taking map
scale change as the sole independent variable (Section 5).
Finally, concluding remarks are made (Section 6).2. Spatial similarity degrees in multi-scale
map spaces
In order to reveal the relations between map scale change
and spatial similarity degree in multi-scale map spaces, it is
pertinent to define the two concepts and to present the factors
that affect human judgments on spatial similarity.Fig. 1 e Generalization of a settlement: the more the
settlement is simplified, the more dissimilar the
settlement becomes, and the larger the map scale changes.2.1. Map scale change
Definition 1: There are two maps M0 and M1. Their scales
are S0 and S1, respectively. M1 is a generalized map ofM0. The
ratio CMo ;M1 ¼ S0/S1 is called themap scale change frommapM0
to map M1.
Map scale change is an index for evaluating the span of
map scale, from the original map to the generalized map.2.2. Spatial similarity degree
Spatial similarity relation refers to the similarity relation in
geographic space (including map spaces). It comprises the
similarity relations between individual objects and those be-
tween object groups (i.e., groups/clusters of objects) in
geographic space.
In essence, similarity between two objects (or object
groups) means a one-to-one correspondence of the properties
of objects [1,15e17]. If the differences in the properties in
similarity judgments are evaluated using different weights,
spatial similarity relation can be defined as follows:
Definition 2: Suppose that A1 and A2 are two objects in the
geographic space. Their property sets are P1 and P2, respec-
tively, and each has n(n> 0) elements P¼{p1, p2,…,pn} in it, i.e.,
P1¼ {p11, p12,…,p1n}, and P2¼ {p21, p22,…,p2n}, and their corre-
sponding weights are W¼ {w1, w2,…,wn}. Let SimPiA1 ;A2
¼ fiðp1i;p2iÞ. SimPiA1 ;A2 is called the spatial similarity relations of
object A1 and object A2 at property pi, i¼ 1, 2,…,n. It is also
named the spatial similarity degree between A1 and A2 at
property pi, and Sim
Pi
A1 ;A2
2½0; 1.
Definition 3: Let SimðAl;AmÞ ¼
Pn
i¼1
wiSim
Pi
A1 ;A2
. Sim(Al, Am) is
called the spatial similarity relations of object A1 and object
A2, i¼ 1, 2,…,n. It is also named the spatial similarity degree
between A1 and A2, and Sim(Al, Am)2 [0,1].2.3. Spatial similarity degree in multi-scale map spaces
Definition 4: Suppose that A is an object in the geographic
space. It is symbolized as A1, A2,…,An(n > 0) on the maps at
scales S1, S2,…,Sn. The property sets of A1, A2,…,An are P1,
P2,…,Pn. If each property set has k (k> 0) elements, their cor-
responding weights are W¼ {w1, w2,…,wk}. The property sets
are expressed as follows:
P1 ¼

p11;p12;…;p1k

P2 ¼

p21;p22;…;p2k

Pn ¼

pn1;pn2;…; pnk

Let Sim
Pj
Al ;Am
¼ fiðplj;pmjÞ. SimPjAl ;Am is called the spatial simi-
larity relations of object A at scale l and scale m regarding the
jth property. Here i> 0; j> 0; l> 0; m> 0. Sim
Pj
Al ;Am
is also named
the spatial similarity degree of object A at scale l and scale m
regarding the jth property, and Sim
Pj
Al ;Am
2½0; 1.
Definition 5: Let SimðAl;AmÞ ¼
Pk
i¼1
wiSim
Pi
Al ;Am
. Sim(Al, Am) is
named the spatial similarity relations of object A at scale l and
scalem. Here l> 0;m> 0. It is also named the spatial similarity
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[0, 1].
2.4. Factors affecting human judgment of spatial
similarity
FromDefinitions 2, 3, 4, and5, it is clear that it is crucial touse
properties (i.e., factors) and weights affecting human judgment
of spatial similarity to calculate degrees of spatial similarity.
Research [12] has revealed that four factors are usually
considered in spatial similarity judgment, namely topological
relation, direction relation, metric distance relation, and
attribute; nevertheless, their weights are as yet unknown.
The weights of the factors depend on human cognition;
hence, a psychological experiment was used to ascertain
these. The experiment was undertaken on October 12, 2013 at
Lanzhou Jiaotong University, China, with 52 undergraduates
majoring in geography.
To test the four factors systematically, six pairs of objects
(i.e., polygonepolygon, polygoneline, polygonepoint, linee-
line, line-point, and pointepoint) in two-dimensional space
were selected as samples. The transformations of the fourFig. 2 e Factors for polygonepolygon object groups in similarity
objects A and B; b-topological transformation; c-direction trans
transformation.
Fig. 3 e Factors for polygon-line object groups in similarity judgm
c-direction transformation; d-distance transformation; and e-atfactors were demonstrated for each (from Figs. 2e7). Question
sheets (Fig. 8) were distributed to the subjects to answer.
The results of the experiment with the 52 subjects are lis-
ted in Table 1. The four weights can be obtained by the
following calculations:
wtopological ¼
X6
1
wtopologicali
.
ð52 6Þ ¼ 0:22
wdirection ¼
X6
1
wdirectioni
ð52 6Þ ¼ 0:25
wdistance ¼
X6
1
wdistancei
ð52 6Þ ¼ 0:31
wattribute ¼
X6
1
wattributei
ð52 6Þ ¼ 0:22
where wtopological, wdirection, wdistance, and wattribute are the
weights of topological relation, direction relation, distance
relation, and attribute.judgments. a-original object group with two polygonal
formation; d-distance transformation; and e-attribute
ents. a-original object group; b-topological transformation;
tribute transformation.
Fig. 4 e Factors for polygon-point object groups in similarity judgments. a-original object group; b-topological
transformation; c-direction transformation; d-distance transformation; and e-attribute transformation.
Fig. 5 e Factors for lineeline object groups in similarity judgments. a-original object group; b-topological transformation; c-
direction transformation; d-distance transformation; and e-attribute transformation.
Fig. 6 e Factors for line-point object groups in similarity judgments. a-original object group; b-topological transformation; c-
direction transformation; d-distance transformation; and e-attribute transformation.
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similarity between a point cloud and its
generalized counterpart
Suppose that Al is a point cloud consisting of Nl points on
the map at scale l, and Am is a generalized point cloud of Al
consisting of Nm points at scale m. The property set of Al and
Am is P¼ {PTopological, PDirection, PDistance, PAttribute}, and thecorresponding weight set is W¼ {wTopological, wDirection, wDis-
tance, wAttribute}.
SimðAl;AmÞ ¼
X4
i¼1
wiSim
Pi
Al ;Am
where wi2W and Pi2 P; i¼ 1, 2, 3, 4.
Because the four weightswere obtained by the experiment,
it is necessary to propose methods for calculating Sim
PTopological
Al ;Am
,
Fig. 7 e Factors for pointepoint object groups in similarity judgments. a-original object group; b-topological transformation;
c-direction transformation; d-distance transformation; and e-attribute transformation.
Fig. 8 e Answer sheet used in the experiment.
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PDistance
Al ;Am
, and SimPAttributeAl ;Am of point clouds at scales l
and m.3.1. Calculating degree of similarity in topological
relations
Foremost, the definition of topological relation among
points can be defined based on the concept of “kth-order
Voronoi neighbor”:
(1) point P is the 0th-order Voronoi neighbor of itself;
(2) if the Voronoi polygon of point Q shares a common edge
with that of a (k1)th-order Voronoi neighbor of P, Q is
defined as a kth-order Voronoi neighbor of P, where
k ¼ 1, 2,…; and
(3) 1st-order Voronoi neighbors of point P are called topo-
logical neighbors of P.
Fig. 9 shows 1st order to 5th order Voronoi neighbors of
point P. It is easy to see that point P has a total of seven
topological neighbors.Table 1 e Total weights obtained from the 52 subjects
regarding each factors in each sample.
Topological Direction Distance Attribute
Fig. 2 13.00 10.92 16.12 11.96
Fig. 3 13.00 11.44 16.64 10.92
Fig. 4 10.92 12.48 15.60 13.00
Fig. 5 11.44 13.52 16.64 10.40
Fig. 6 10.92 13.00 16.12 11.96
Fig. 7 10.92 15.60 15.60 9.88The more topological neighbors are retained after map
generalization, the more similar should be the generalized
point cloud, if compared with the original one. Thus, the de-
gree of similarity in topological relations of a point cloud at
two map scales can be calculated by:
Sim
PTopological
Al ;Am
¼
PNm
i¼1
nim
PNm
i¼1
nil
(1)
whereNm is the number of points retained on themap at scale
m; for the ith point on the map at scale m, nil is the number of
its topological neighbors on the map at scale l; and for the ith
point on the map at scale m, nim is the number of common
topological neighbors of the ith point on the map at scale m
and on the map at scale l.
3.2. Calculating similarity degree in direction relations
Point features on maps are seldom allowed to change po-
sitions before and aftermap generalization; on the other hand,
there are direction relations of point features between every
two points, so the change can be viewed as equal to zero; thus,
their degree of similarity doesnot need to be further discussed.
3.3. Calculating similarity degree in distance relations
Relative local density is a metric of distance to evaluate
density variations between points before and after generaliza-
tion [18]. The relative local density of the ith point is defined as
ri ¼ RiPn
k¼1
Rk
(2)
Fig. 9 e Definition of K-order Voronoi neighbors. The
number n ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in each Voronoi polygon denotes
that the corresponding point is an n-order neighbor of
point P.
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total number of the points; and Ri is the absolute local density
of the ith point, which is defined as
Ri ¼ 1Ai (3)
where Ai is the area of the Voronoi polygon containing the ith
point.
This definition of absolute local density is a variation of
that given by Sadahiro [19]. “a ratio of the local density at the
certain location to the summation of local density over the
region,” while the definition here is the inverse of the area of
the Voronoi polygon of the point. The improvement
represented by the latter definition over the former is that it
can give absolute (and relative) local density of every point,
unlike the former. This makes possible a comparison of
density changes point-to-point before and after
generalization.
Based on the definition of relative local density, the degree
of similarity of a point cloud at different scales in distance
relations can be given: suppose that Rl is an array for
recording all the values of relative density on the map at
scale l; the ith element of Rl is rli. R
m is an array for recording
all the values of the relative density on the map at scale m;
the ith element of Rm is rli. To compare the change in relative
local density point-by-point on the two maps, the following
strategy is employed:
(1) Check Rl, and delete rli if the ith point on themap at scale
l has been deleted;
(2) Sort Rl in increasing order and arrange the elements in
Rm according to the sequences of the values of the cor-
responding points in Rl;(3) To quantify to what extent the two arrays of relative
local density are similar, the monotonicity ratio of Rl
and Rm is defined as
SimPDistanceAl ;Am ¼ 1
na
Nm
(4)where Nm is the number of points on the map at scalem; na is
the number of the monotonically abnormal elements in Rm (if
the ith element is larger than the (iþ 1)th in Rm, the ith
element is termed monotonically abnormal).
It is obvious that the larger SimPDistanceAl ;Am , the better the relative
local density is preserved.
3.4. Calculating similarity degree in attributes
An importance value is usually used as a comprehensive
index to evaluate the change of attributes of a point cloud over
the whole region. The mean importance value is defined as
I ¼
Pn
i¼1
Ii
n
(5)
where I is the mean importance value; Ii is the importance
value of the ith point; and n is the number of points in the
point cloud.
The degree of similarity of a point cloud in attributes at two
different scales is
SimPAttributeAl ;Am ¼
abs
Il  Im

Il
(6)
where Il is the mean importance value of the point clouds at
scale l; Im is the mean importance value of the point clouds at
scale m; and abs
Il  Im
 is a mathematically absolute value.
3.5. Resulting formula
SimPDirectionAl ;Am ¼ 0SimðAl;AmÞ ¼ wTopologicalSimPTopologicalAl ;Am þwDirectionSim
PDirection
Al ;Am
þwDistanceSimPDistanceAl ;Am þwAttributeSim
PAttribute
Al ;Am
SimðAl;AmÞ ¼ wTopologicalSimPTopologicalAl ;Am þwDistanceSim
PDistance
Al ;Am
þwAttributeSimPAttributeAl ;Am
(7)
So the degree of spatial similarity of object A at scales l and m
can be calculated by formula (7).4. Validating the new model
People are accustomed to regarding spatial similarity
relation as a qualitative factor to describe geographic space
[20]; therefore, we needed to ascertain whether quantitative
values of spatial similarity relations, as calculated by the
proposed models, coincide with human spatial cognition.
4.1. General approaches to validating models
Correctness of models is often addressed through model
validation [21e23], usually defined to mean “substantiation
Fig. 10 e Point clouds at different map scales. The weights of all points are equal.
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bility possesses a satisfactory range of accuracy consistent
with the intended application of the model” [21,24]. There
are four basic approaches to determining whether a model
is valid [25,26]. Each of the approaches necessitates con-
ducting model validation as a part of the model develop-
ment process.1) A frequently used approach is for the model development
team itself tomake the decision as to whether a simulation
model is valid. A subjective decision is made based on the
results of the various tests and evaluations conducted as
part of the model development process.
2) If the size of the simulation team developing the model is
small, a better approach is to involve model users
Fig. 11 e Control points in a regular area at different scales. First class control point. The weight is 4. Second class
control point. The weight is 2. Third class control point. The weight is 1.
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Fig. 12 e Control points in an irregular area at different scales. First class, weight is 4. Second class, weight is 2. Third
class, weight is 1. c-1: 50K, 17 points retained.
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validity of the simulation model; that is, the focus of
determining the validity of the simulation model moves
from model developers to model users.
3) A third (independent) party may be used to decide whether
the simulation model is valid. The third party is indepen-
dent of both the simulation development team and the
model sponsors/users. This approach should be usedwhen
developing large-scale simulation models whose develop-
ment usually involves several teams. The third party needs
to have a thorough understanding of the intended purpose
of the simulation model.
4) A scoring model may be used to decide whether a model is
valid [27e29]. Scores are determined subjectively. Asimulation model is considered valid if its overall and
category scores are greater than a threshold value. This
approach is seldom used in practice, because the passing
scores are usually decided in subjective way and scores
may result in over-confidence in a model, or even be used
to argue that one model is better than another.4.2. Strategies for validating the new model
The following four strategies were considered in validating
the new model.
First, to ensure that the degree of similarity calculated by
the new model coincided with that judged by humans, the
Table 2 e Calculated spatial similarity degrees and experimental results.
No. SimVa;b, Sim
V
a;c, Sim
V
a;d, Sim
V
a;e, Sim
V
a;f DScalea,b, DScalea,c, DScalea,d, DScalea,d, DScalea,d NAgree, NDisagree, NNoidea
12 0.76, 0.57, 0.36, 0.21, 0.15 2, 5, 10, 25, 50 49, 0, 1
13 0.82, 0.62, 0.36, 0.19, 0.12 2, 5, 10, 25, 50 48, 1, 1
14 0.71, 0.58, 0.40, 0.18, 0.11 2, 5, 10, 25, 50 48, 0, 2
g e o d e s y and g e o d yn am i c s 2 0 1 5 , v o l 6 n o 2 , 1 1 3e1 2 5122four major factors and their weights affecting human judg-
ments of spatial similarity were taken into consideration in
constructing the new models. This made the new model
theoretically plausible.
Second, a number of subjects, acting as a third party,
participated in the psychological experiment to obtain the
weights of the four factors in human judgment of spatial
similarity.Fig. 13 e Curve fiThird, no vector-based models have been proposed until
now [30], thus thenewmodel cannot be comparedwith others.
Fourth, a psychological experiment was designed to test
the validity of the new models. The experiment was carried
out on October 20, 2013 at Lanzhou Jiaotong University, China.
The subjects were 50 undergraduates majoring in geography
and each had at least six months' work experience in making
maps.tting results.
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Each sample consisted of the original point cloud at a large
scale and five generalized point clouds at five different smaller
scales. In the experiment, samples were printed and distrib-
uted to subjects along with the degrees similarity listed in
Table 2. The subjects were required to say if they agreed or
disagreed with the degrees of similarity or had no opinion
about them.
It should be noticed that in Table 2,
SimVa;b/Sim
V
a;c/Sim
V
a;d/Sim
V
a;e/Sim
V
a;f refers to the degree of
similarity between (a) and (b)/(c)/(d)/(e)/(f) in the
corresponding figure calculated by the new model; DScalea,b/
DScalea,c/DScalea,d/DScalea,e/DScalea,f refers to the map scale
change from (a) to (b)/(c)/(d)/(e)/(f) in the corresponding
figure; NAgree/NDisagree is the number of the subjects who
agreed/disagreed with the degrees of similarity calculated by
the new model; and NNoidea is the number of the subjects
who had no opinion about the three degrees of similarity
calculated by the new model.
From the data listed in Table 2 it is clear that 49, 48, and 48
out of the 50 subjects agreed with the degrees of similarity
calculated by the new models. Hence, the new model is
acceptable by 98%, 96%, and 96% of subjects in the
experiment.5. Formula for calculating map scale change
by spatial similarity degree
15 points can be obtained in Table 2, taking (DScalea;i; Sim
V
a;i)
as the coordinate pairs, where i¼ b, c, d, e, f. Supposing
DScalea,i¼ f(Sima,i), the curve fitting approach can be
employed to construct empirical formulas using the 15
points. To simplify the following discussion, y¼ f(x) is used
as a substitute for DScalea,i¼ f(Sima,i).
Curve fitting is a process for constructing a curve or a
mathematical functionwith the best fit to a series of data points
[31,32]. Fitted curves should capture the trend in the data across
the entire range, and canbe usedas anaid for data visualization
to infer values of the function, where no data are available, and
to summarize the relationships among two or more variables.
Here, curve fitting comprises the following three steps:
First, in determining the data points that are used in the
curve fitting, all the 15 data points obtained from the experi-
ments were adopted. In addition, a special point (1.000, 1.000)
was added to the point set. This point refers to the situation
where a point cloud is totally similar to itself; thus, its simi-
larity is 1.00, and its map scale change is also 1.00. Therefore,
the 16 points are as follows:
(1, 1.00), (2, 0.76), (5, 0.57), (10, 0.36), (25, 0.21), (50, 0.15), (2,
0.82), (5, 0.62), (10, 0.36), (25, 0.19), (50, 0.12), (2, 0.71), (5, 0.58),
(10, 0.40), (25, 0.18), (50, 0.11).
Second, in selecting the candidate functions, an infinite
number of generic forms of functions can be chosen as can-
didates for almost any shape curve. It is not easy to select an
appropriate function from numerous candidates to fit a series
of points, because an inappropriate candidate may be either
under- or over-fit.
The potential candidate functions usually used in curve
fitting comprise polynomials, power functions, logarithmicfunctions, and exponential functions. A candidate function
here should monotonically decrease due to the apparent
relation between map scale change and spatial similarity
degree, so only 1st and 2nd order polynomials can be
considered, because the other polynomials (e.g. 3rd and 4th
order polynomials) have n 2(n is the order of the poly-
nomial) inflection point(s), which indicate that the curve is
not monotonic.
To sum up, the candidate functions are as follows:
y ¼ a1xþ a0 (8)
y ¼ a2x2 þ a1xþ a0 (9)
y ¼ a2ea1x þ a0 (10)
y ¼ a1 lnðxÞ þ a0 (11)
y ¼ xa (12)
Third, for calculating the coefficient(s) of each function
and determining the best fit function, the least square
method [33], a widely used method, was used to choose the
coefficient(s) of each function that best fits the curve to the
data points. R2, that is, R-squared, is usually used to
compare candidate functions. The greater an R2, the better
its corresponding curve. Thus, the curve with the greatest
R2 among all of the candidates is the best curve in terms of
fitting the point set. R2 can be calculated by the following
method:
For y¼ f(x) its dependent variable y has n modeled/pre-
dicted values byi and n observed values yi. Here, i¼ 1, 2,…,n.
y is the mean of the observed data:
y ¼ 1n
Pn
i¼1
yi, where n is the number of observations.
The “variability” of the data set is measured through
different sums of squares:
SSTotal ¼
Xn
i¼1

yi  y
2
: the total sum of squares
ðproportional to the sample varianceÞ;
SSRegression ¼
Xn
i¼1
byi  y2: the regression sum of squares; and
SSResidual ¼
Xn
i¼1

yi  byi2: the sum of squares of residuals:
The most general definition of the coefficient of determi-
nation is
R2≡1 SSRegression
SSTotal
(13)
R2 is a statistic that gives some information about the
“goodness” of fit of a model. In regression, the R2 coefficient of
determination is a statistical measure of how well the
regression line approximates the real data points. An R2 of 1
indicates that the regression line perfectly fits the data.
Here,Microsoft Excel (v10.0) was employed to construct the
candidate curves and to calculate their R2 (Fig. 13). It is clear
that the resulting function should be
y ¼ 0:217 lnðxÞ þ 0:9235 (14)
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five R2 of the candidate curves. In conclusion,
Sima;i ¼ 0:217 ln

DScalea;i
þ 0:9235 (15)
where DScalea,i2 [1,∞); Sima,i2 [0,1].6. Discussion
Some insights can be obtained from formula (15).
First, formula 15 can be used to calculate degree of
similarity using map scale change as the sole independent
variable, and vice versa.
Second, formula 15means that if themap scale change of a
point cloud is given, the degree of spatial similarity between
the original point cloud and the resulting point cloud is
determined.
Third, it should be noted that in formula 15 DScalea,i2
[1, ∞). Hence, the formula cannot be applicable if the
resulting map scale is greater than the original map scale.
Fourth, formula 15 is an empirical function. Thus, the
credibility of the results obtained by the formula depends on
the accuracy of the points used in curve fitting. The more
points that are used and the more accurate the points are,
the more accurate the resulting formula should be.
Last, the formula can be used in automated map general-
ization to calculate degrees of spatial similarity if the original
map scale and targetmap scale are known. Thismay facilitate
the automation of map generalization software.7. Conclusions
This paper proposes a formula for calculating the degree of
spatial similarity between a point cloud and its generalized
counterpart. The formula is a logarithmic function obtained by
the curve-fitting method using 16-point data from the experi-
ment. The formula can calculate degrees of spatial similarity,
usingmap scale change as the only independent variable, and
vice versa. It can be used in map generalization systems such
as DoMap [34,35] to automate the software. Our future work
will focus on automating the point cloud simplification algo-
rithms that are dependent on the degree of spatial similarity,
permitting full automation of point feature generalization.r e f e r e n c e s
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